Post-translational protein modification by small ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMO) regulates a myriad of homeostatic and stress responses. The SUMOylation pathway has been extensively studied in brain ischemia. Convincing evidence is now at hand to support the notion that a major increase in levels of SUMOylated proteins is capable of inducing tolerance to ischemic stress. Therefore, the SUMOylation pathway has emerged as a promising therapeutic target for neuroprotection in the face of brain ischemia. Despite this, it is prudent to acknowledge that there are many key questions still to be addressed in brain ischemia related to SUMOylation. Accordingly, herein, we provide a critical review of literature within the field to summarize current knowledge and in so doing highlight pertinent translational implications of the SUMOylation pathway in brain ischemia.
Introduction
Small ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMO) conjugation (SUMOylation) has been demonstrated to be massively upregulated in the brains of 13-lined ground squirrels (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus) during hibernation torpor, a state when both brain temperature and cerebral blood flow (CBF) are reduced to levels that would be otherwise lethal for non-hibernating animals. 1 This seminal observation has attracted a significant amount of attention and inspired a series of powerful experiments in the field of brain ischemia. Two key aspects associated with the physiological process of mammalian hibernation are of particular clinical interest: brain ischemia and hypothermia. Brain ischemia is associated with conditions such as cardiac arrest and cerebrovascular accidents (e.g. ischemic stroke), while states of mild hypothermia are currently employed within the clinic to protect organs from ischemic damage during major surgeries that require cardiopulmonary bypass.
Beyond hibernation, transient brain ischemia has been demonstrated to involve a dramatic increase in the levels of SUMO-conjugated proteins; increases in SUMO2/3 are particularly pronounced. This increase in SUMOylation begins immediately after reperfusion, when cells are attempting to recover from the severe metabolic stress induced by ischemia. [2] [3] [4] [5] While numerous stress response pathways are activated within postischemic brains, SUMO-conjugation stands out with regard to the extent of activation and the potential consequences for post-ischemic tissue. 2 Critically, many known SUMO target proteins are transcription factors and other nuclear proteins that modulate gene expression. Considering the massive increase in levels of SUMO2/3-conjugated proteins (an energy-requiring process) shortly after the onset of reperfusion in viable neurons but not in infarcted tissue, 3 it is most likely that SUMOylation is an endogenous neuroprotective stress response capable of shielding neurons from damage induced by ischemia/reperfusion.
As such, the SUMOylation pathway has been actively investigated in a variety of brain ischemia models over the last decade, and convincing evidence is now at hand supporting the notion that a major increase in levels of SUMOylated proteins induces tolerance to ischemic stress. However, there are still many outstanding questions, including the elucidation of the exact mechanisms underlying activation of SUMOylation in post-ischemic brains, how exactly SUMOylation effects neuroprotection, and what are optimal approaches towards translating our knowledge of SUMOylation-dependent neuroprotection into the clinical setting.
Here, we present a critical review of the current SUMO/brain ischemia literature. We begin with an overview of the SUMOylation pathway, followed by a comprehensive summary of what is currently known and unknown about SUMOylation in brain ischemia and hypothermia. We then closely examine the problems associated with clarification of the molecular/cellular mechanisms underlying the neuroprotection induced by SUMO-conjugation, and end with a discussion on what strategies can be envisioned to translate the neuroprotective potential of the SUMO-conjugation pathway into the clinical setting to improve patient outcomes.
SUMOylation pathway
Three distinct SUMO isoforms have been well characterized in mammals: SUMO2 and SUMO3, which share 96% homology; and SUMO1, which shares only 45% homology with SUMO2 and SUMO3. Despite the similarities between SUMO2 and SUMO3, differences in their expression levels can have a profound impact on physiologic outcomes; e.g. deletion of Sumo2 is embryonic lethal, but deletion of Sumo3 shows no overt phenotype. Notably, SUMO2 is the predominantly expressed SUMO isoform, while SUMO3 is expressed at a much lower level.
6 SUMO1 knockout mice display normal gross phenotypes, as SUMO2/3 can compensate for loss of SUMO1 during mouse development. 7, 8 A more detailed analysis of SUMO1 knockout mice, however, has revealed differences in body weight, adipogenesis, and inflammatory responses. 9, 10 This suggests that while SUMO2/3 may be able to compensate for many of the developmental roles of SUMO1, there are subtler isoform-specific functions which require SUMO1. 11 Of note, the existence of a fourth isoform (SUMO4), which possesses 86% homology with SUMO2, has been confirmed; however, its functional role remains unclear.
11
Like ubiquitin, SUMO is synthesized as an inactive precursor. This is subsequently processed by the endopeptidase activity of SUMO-specific proteases (SENPs) to produce the mature 11 kDa form (Figure 1 ). To initiate conjugation, the heterodimeric E1 enzyme, SUMO activating enzyme (SAE)1/2, adenylates SUMO to form a covalent thioester E1-SUMO intermediate in an ATP-dependent step. This E1-SUMO intermediate is then transferred to the catalytic cysteine of Ubc9, the sole E2 conjugase, thereby catalyzing the formation of an isopeptide linkage between the C-terminal di-glycine (GG) motif of SUMO and the " aminogroup of a lysine within the target substrate. 12 Depending on the identity of a candidate SUMO substrate, a target-specific E3 ligase, such as the protein inhibitor of activated STAT (PIAS) proteins, may assist its interaction with Ubc9. 13 Importantly, the regulation of SUMOylation emerges from a complex balance between SUMO conjugation and deconjugation, which is effected by the isopeptidase activity of the SENP proteins ( Figure 1 ).
14 In mammals, the SENP family comprises six members (SENPs1-3 and SENPs5-7).
13 SENP1 in vitro demonstrates broad specificity for all SUMO isoforms and processes SUMO precursors, though recent evidence suggests that it may be specific to SUMO1-conjugated proteins in vivo. 15, 16 SENP2 similarly demonstrates broad specificity for all SUMO isoforms and processes SUMO precursors, but has a noted preference for SUMO2/3-conjugated proteins. 15 SENP3 and SENP5-7 appear to have a preference for SUMO2/3-conjugated proteins, but only SENP5 can process SUMO precursors. 15 Among all the SENPs, SENP1 and SENP2 have been shown to exhibit the highest catalytic activity in vitro. 17 Few other mammalian SUMO proteases exist: deSUMOylating isopeptidase 1 and 2 (DeSI-1/2) and ubiquitin-specific protease-like 1 (USPL1) have been identified. However, as they show specificity to particular SUMO substrates, their role in global SUMOylation regulation appears to be limited. 18, 19 Taking the above into account, it is evident that SENP1 and SENP2 are the most prominent actors in global de-SUMOylation.
The consequences associated with the conjugation of SUMO to protein targets include the blocking or facilitation of interacting proteins with the target protein (e.g. via the provision of SUMO interacting motifs (SIMs)), alterations in target protein stability (e.g. via the recruitment of SUMO-Targeted Ubiquitin Ligases (STUbLs) or hindrance of ubiquitin conjugation), and/ or regulation of activity (e.g. via a modulation of protein conformation) (Figure 1) . 13, 20 Detailed information about the effects of SUMOylation on target proteins can be found in recent reviews. 13, 20 SUMOylation in experimental brain ischemia/stroke A substantial body of evidence has shown that both global and focal transient cerebral ischemia dramatically increase the levels of SUMO-conjugated proteins (especially SUMO2/3 conjugation) in rodent brains shortly after reperfusion, and that this process may be neuroprotective (summarized in Table 1) . [3] [4] [5] [21] [22] [23] However, it is prudent to note that evidence of SUMO activation in post-ischemic human brain tissue has yet to be put forward and should therefore be actively pursued.
The temporal profiles and potential mechanisms of ischemia/reperfusion-induced SUMOylation within the brain are quite different from those reported to occur during the physiologic process of hibernation. Specifically, in transient brain ischemia, SUMOylation markedly decreased during the ischemic period (i.e. when ATP is depleted), but dramatically increased during reperfusion when metabolism was restored. 5 The observation that 10 min of forebrain ischemia was sufficient to essentially de-SUMOylate the majority of SUMO-conjugated proteins suggests that SUMOylation/de-SUMOylation cycling is highly active within the brain. In contrast, SUMOylation within the brains of hibernating squirrels was massively increased during hibernation torpor, 1 when CBF is extremely low, 24 and SUMOylation returned to baseline levels after arousal when the body temperature returned to euthermic levels. 1 Further, while increases in SUMO-conjugation during hibernation torpor were associated with elevated Ubc9 protein levels, Ubc9 levels after transient brain were unaltered (in the cortex) or even decreased (in the hippocampus). 1, 4 Together, these data suggest that during hibernation torpor energy stores are preserved to allow for the Figure 1 . SUMO conjugation-deconjugation cycling, known modulators thereof, and functional consequences of SUMOylation. Maturation of the SUMO precursors is catalyzed by the endopeptidase activity of SENPs, which exposes a GG motif. In the activation step, the SAE1/SAE2 heterodimeric E1 enzyme binds to SUMO in an ATP-dependent process forming a thioester bond (red). A number of compounds have been identified as modulators of the activation step: N106 is an activator, while kerriamycin B1, gingkolic acid, anacardic acid, miRNA-182, and davidiin are inhibitors. SUMO is then transferred to the E2 ligase Ubc9. Ubc9 is inhibited by miRNAs 182 and 183, 2-D08, and spectomycin B1. Critically, inhibition of miRNAs 182 and 183 is neuroprotective in cell culture. With the assistance of a substrate-specific E3 protein, Ubc9 targets SUMO to a substrate protein, conjugates it to the target's "-amino-group lysine, thereby forming an isopeptide bond (blue). SUMO is deconjugated via the isopeptidase activity of SENPs, which may be inhibited by small molecules such as quercetin to effect neuroprotection. SUMOylation may regulate target protein stability/degradation through interactions with ubiquitin (e.g. blocking the ubiquitination site or recruiting STUbLs), induce conformational changes and thus functional alterations in target proteins, or promote or inhibit interactions between the target protein and other proteins.
activation of SUMO-conjugation; this is indeed what has been shown for other hibernating mammals. 25 After transient focal cerebral ischemia, SUMO2/3 conjugation is activated in neurons located in the ischemic penumbra but not within the infarcted core; a brief period of ischemia is sufficient to activate this process. 3 This suggests that post-ischemic increases in SUMOylation are indeed a neuroprotective stress response, as has been proposed for SUMOylation during the physiological state of hibernation torpor. 1 However, the precise mechanisms responsible for SUMOylation-induced neuroprotection in hibernation torpor or brain ischemia are poorly defined, and it remains to be clarified whether such increases result from activation of SUMO-conjugation, the inhibition of de-SUMOylation, and/or the inhibition of the proteasome. 26, 27 Considering that transient brain ischemia triggers a massive increase in both levels and nuclear accumulation of proteins involved in gene expression, 5, 28 it is very likely that modified gene expression contributes to neuroprotection provided by post-ischemic SUMOylation. Indeed, of the many genes that are activated in the post-ischemic brains of wild-type animals, a significant number are instead suppressed in mice that have been genetically modified to silence SUMO1-3 (SUMO-knockdown (SUMO-KD) mice). 22 
SUMOylation and hypothermia
Therapeutic hypothermia, also known as targeted temperature management, is currently employed in the clinic for perioperative organ protection in major surgeries requiring cardiopulmonary bypass. Although evidence supporting the utility of hypothermia in acute stroke has accumulated, 29, 30 there have been no large-scale randomized studies proving efficacy; clinical trials such as EuroHYP-1 (NCT01833312) and iCOOL 2 (NCT01584167) are ongoing.
Understanding the connection between SUMOylation, hibernation, and hypothermia-induced neuroprotection (Table 1) , it was of interest to clarify whether hypothermia-induced SUMOylation could occur in mammals subjected to clinically relevant hypothermia. In rats subjected to cardiopulmonary bypass at 18 C, the levels of SUMO-conjugated proteins were increased in all organs tested. 31 Followup studies showed that levels and nuclear accumulation of SUMO2/3-conjugated proteins were markedly increased in forebrain neurons of animals subjected to cardiopulmonary bypass at 18 C or clinically relevant hypothermic conditions (24 C or 30 C) vs. normothermia. Notably, moderate hypothermia (30 C) was sufficient to stimulate SUMOylation. Hypothermia also triggered the nuclear translocation of Ubc9 in neurons, suggesting that hypothermia-induced SUMOylation is an active process and not the result of inhibition of SENP-dependent de-SUMOylation. 32 It is also noteworthy that hibernation-like conditions induced by opioid receptor agonists, such as (D-Ala2, D-Leu5) enkephalin (DADLE), protected the brain from ischemic injury. 33 While the exact molecular mechanisms underlying this neuroprotective effect remain to be clarified, SUMOylation may be involved via the regulation of interactions between opioid receptors and the regulators of G-protein signaling proteins (RGS). 34 The observation that hypothermia did not provide an additional level of neuroprotection to Ubc9 overexpression-induced SUMOylation supports the notion that activation of SUMOylation is a key component of hypothermia-induced neuroprotection. 35 Thus, pharmacological activation of SUMOylation may be useful for perioperative brain protection, avoiding the potential adverse effects of hypothermia and the extra time required to cool down and rewarm patients. Furthermore, such work may ultimately be leveraged in the event of an acute cerebrovascular accident to provide clinically relevant emergent neuroprotection.
Effects of SUMOylation in brain ischemia/ stroke
Considering the dramatic increase in the levels of SUMOylated proteins in the brain after ischemic stress followed by reperfusion, it is of prime importance to clarify the significance of this process with regard to neurological function/outcomes. In vitro and in vivo experimental approaches have been used to determine whether post-ischemic SUMOylation is indeed a neuroprotective stress response that shields neurons from the damage induced by ischemia, or is simply an epiphenomenon that is not directly related to ischemiainduced pathobiology (summarized in Table 1) . 1, 22, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] Cell-based studies have been conducted by exposing primary neuronal cells or neuroblastoma cells to transient oxygen/glucose deprivation (OGD), which is considered to be an acceptable in vitro model of ischemia. The effect of SUMOylation on outcomes after OGD has been assessed by genetically manipulating the SUMO pathway in the cells, such as by increasing the levels of SUMOylated proteins via the overexpression of SUMO isoforms or the conjugating enzyme Ubc9, 1, 36 or suppressing SUMOylation by microRNA-induced silencing of SUMO isoforms or through overexpressing SENP1. 36, 37, 41 These studies have confirmed a protective role for SUMOylation in transient OGD, with better outcomes in conditions associated with increased SUMOylation and worse outcomes in conditions associated with decreased SUMOylation.
Two genetically modified SUMO mouse models were developed to further clarify the role of SUMOylation in brain ischemia. 22, 38 In the first transgenic mouse model, mice overexpressing Ubc9 in all cells have higher levels of SUMOylated proteins in the brain, are more tolerant to ischemic stress, and have smaller infarcts after permanent middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO). 38 The second transgenic mouse model uses the neuron-specific Thy-1 promoter to express three distinct microRNAs that silence SUMO1, SUMO2, and SUMO3 expression. These SUMO-KD mice have worse functional outcomes compared to wild-type mice after transient forebrain ischemia. 22 Together, results from these in vivo studies support the idea that the post-ischemic increases in SUMOylation are neuroprotective.
SUMOylation in brain ischemia/stroke: The effect of age SUMOylation is also involved in the aging process and in the pathogenesis of age-related diseases such as Alzheimer's. [42] [43] [44] This involvement is largely due to the critical functions played by SUMO in maintaining genome integrity and protein homeostasis. Many protein components of DNA repair pathways are in fact SUMO targets. It has been proposed that SUMO functions as a protein glue that facilitates assembly of large DNA repair complexes via covalent and/or noncovalent protein-protein interactions. 45 To maintain protein homeostasis and prevent the harmful accumulation of misfolded/unfolded proteins, cells have established a sophisticated protein quality control system in which the functional interplay between ubiquitination and SUMOylation is a key component. 46 Therefore, defects in the SUMO-conjugation process would be expected to compromise the cells' capacity to repair damaged DNA and sustain proteostasis in response to stress, and, as a result, aggravate the progression of age-related diseases.
Aging is a key risk factor for stroke, with the majority of patients being more than 60 years old. Both short-and long-term experimental stroke studies have shown that aged animals exhibit worse stroke outcomes compared to young animals. 47, 48 This disparity in stroke outcomes between young and aged animals has been attributed to many factors, including post-stroke immune responses and spreading depressions (SDs). 49, 50 For example, in aged brains, MCAO generated prolonged SDs over a larger area, which is believed to accelerate brain damage after stroke. 50 Recently, we provided evidence that worse outcomes after brain ischemia in aged animals may also be due to the impaired activation of several potentially protective stress responses, including the unfolded protein response, O-GlcNAcylation, ubiquitination, and SUMOylation.
2,51,52 Indeed, after global forebrain ischemia, the increase in levels of both SUMO1-and SUMO2/3-conjugated proteins was significantly less in aged mouse brains than in young brains. 2 Such impairments in SUMO activation may lead to decreased efficiency in DNA repair and, concurrently, impede recovery of proteostasis caused by ischemic injury in aged brains, thereby contributing to the worse functional outcomes reported in aged animals versus young controls.
SUMO targets in brain ischemia/stroke
The molecular mechanisms underlying the SUMOylation-mediated neuroprotective effect have yet to be fully elucidated. This is due primarily to our limited understanding of the SUMO-modified proteome involved in brain ischemia. Many recent reviews have speculated on the potential effects on cerebral stroke/ ischemia outcomes of proteins known to be SUMO-targets in general 53, 54 ; however, here we wish to focus only on those proteins that have been experimentally demonstrated to be SUMOylated in post-ischemic brains.
Identification and verification of SUMOylated proteins are challenging, as only a small fraction of SUMO target proteins are SUMOylated at a given time. Furthermore, since SUMOylated proteins interact with other proteins via SIMs, stringent isolation procedures are required to avoid co-precipitation of proteins interacting with SUMOylated proteins through SIMs. In addition, experimental ischemia models used to investigate the mechanisms underlying SUMO-dependent neuroprotection need to mimic SUMOylation patterns present in vivo. This is characterized by nearly complete de-SUMOylation during ischemia and a dramatic increase in levels of SUMOylated proteins after ischemia, during reperfusion. 5 Two types of approaches have been utilized to identify proteins that are SUMO-conjugated in response to brain ischemia in vitro (transient OGD) or in vivo: (1) a focused approach analyzing a specific protein of interest, and (2) an unbiased approach based on systematic screening. The latter usually employs affinity-purification of SUMOylated proteins followed by liquid chromatography (LC)-tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) analysis. Notably, it was recently reported that SUMO1-conjugated proteins identified at synapses using a focused approach could not be verified under highly stringent conditions. 55 This suggests that SUMO targets identified in experimental ischemia studies using a focused approach must still be verified. Thus far, only two published studies have reported on the identification of SUMOylated proteins in brain ischemia or ischemia-like conditions using an unbiased proteomics approach that is in line with the stringent criteria outlined by Daniel et. al. 55 In the first cell culture study, B35 neuroblastoma cells expressing hemagglutinin (HA)-tagged SUMO3 were exposed to transient OGD. 56 In the second study, mice expressing epitopetagged SUMO isoforms were subjected to transient forebrain ischemia. 5 The findings from both studies suggest significant crosstalk between the SUMOylation and ubiquitin conjugation pathways after OGD or brain ischemia. Furthermore, a large fraction of identified SUMO targets were transcription factors and nuclear proteins involved in post-transcriptional RNA modification. Perhaps the most prominent SUMO target identified in post-ischemic brains to date is the glucocorticoid receptor (GR). Interestingly, while immunoprecipitation of epitope-tagged SUMO3 was required to identify SUMOylated proteins in postischemic brains, SUMOylated GR was detected in whole cell lysates without immunoprecipitation, and was found predominantly in nuclei. This is particularly relevant in our efforts to understand the mechanisms that link SUMOylation to neuroprotection, because stress-induced GR activation results in more pronounced ischemia-induced cell damage and SUMOconjugation may actually repress GR activity. 57, 58 Thus, GR SUMOylation may represent a major component of the post-ischemic neuroprotection provided by SUMO-conjugation.
While relatively few proteins have been definitively verified as SUMO-conjugation targets after brain ischemia, the general importance of SUMOylation in both neuronal homeostasis and pathology has been extensively examined. 53, 54 Such studies, primarily utilizing focused approaches, have identified many putative SUMO targets (e.g. transcriptional factors and other nuclear proteins, extranuclear proteins such as membrane receptors, transporters and channels, mitochondrial proteins, and scaffolding and signaling proteins). These putative SUMO targets have been demonstrated to play diverse roles in myriad cellular processes within neurons beyond the modulation of gene expression (e.g. mitochondrial dynamics, mRNA trafficking, metabolism, and synaptic function); of note, neuronal SUMOylation has been extensively reviewed elsewhere. 11, 59 However, the contributions of these potential SUMO targets and their effects with regard to SUMOylation-mediated neuroprotection remain unknown.
Translational approaches targeting SUMOylation Increasing global SUMOylation
As evidenced above, SUMOylation is a promising therapeutic target for brain ischemia/stroke. To potentially translate this knowledge into clinical practice, the first step is to identify small molecules that can increase global SUMOylation by either activating SUMOylation or inhibiting de-SUMOylation ( Figure 1 ; Table 2 ), followed by testing of these compounds in experimental models of brain ischemia/stroke.
In line with such thinking, a recent study using SUMO E1/E2 enzymes as screen targets identified a lead compound (N106) capable of directly activating the E1 component of the SUMO pathway; if permeable to the blood-brain barrier, this compound should certainly be studied in preclinical stroke models. 60 We have also identified specific inhibitors of microRNAs (miRNAs)-182 or 183 (Figure 1) . 61 Levels of the miRNA-200 family and the miRNA-182 family are decreased in the squirrel brain during the torpor phase when global SUMOylation is massively increased, and inhibition of these miRNAs increases global SUMOylation in cell culture. 61, 62 Importantly, a number of compounds (e.g. histone de-acetylase (HDAC) inhibitors and synthetic retinoids) have been identified that can increase global SUMOylation and ultimately provide protective effects after OGD in vitro. 61 Since the screening libraries used in this study are collections of pharmacologically active compounds that are in clinical use, the repurposing potential of these compounds in brain ischemia is high providing that those compounds cross the bloodbrain barrier.
In the field of drug discovery and development, however, it is more common to screen for drug candidates that act through the inhibition of specific enzyme targets. Therefore, strategies for increasing SUMOylation may also center on screens for compounds that prevent de-SUMOylation via the inhibition of the isopeptidase activity of SENPs (Figure 1 ). Major efforts have been invested in screening for specific SENP inhibitors via both in silico and conventional high throughput screening (HTS) methods. 63, 64 However, few of these screens have identified candidates with medicinal properties and in most cases, previous screens have employed artificial SENP substrates.
In light of such considerations, we have developed an AlphaScreen-based HTS compatible assay designed to screen for inhibitors of the isopeptidase activity of SENPs using a SUMO-conjugated protein as a physiologically relevant SENP substrate. 65 This platform can therefore be used in future HTS studies to screen for new classes of SENP inhibitors. Our recent work demonstrated for the first time that quercetin is a putative SENP inhibitor, and protects neurons from OGD in part via increased global SUMOylation, 66 supporting the feasibility of such an approach.
Decreasing global SUMOylation
While activators of SUMOylation are sought as potential neuroprotective agents, inhibitors of SUMOylation are considered useful tools to study the role of SUMOylation in brain ischemia (Table 2) . Furthermore, such molecules may eventually be developed as therapeutic drugs for various types of cancer, including glioblastoma (GBM).
A few small molecule inhibitors of SUMOylation have been reported. Ginkgolic acid, its structural analog anacardic acid, kerriamycin B, and davidiin are inhibitors of the E1 proteins.
67-69 2-D08 and spectomycin B1 were identified as inhibitors of the E2 conjugase Ubc9 (Figure 1) . 70, 71 Recent work has focused on developing novel approaches that center on smallmolecule microarrays to identify inhibitors of the notoriously difficult-to-drug E2 conjugases. 72 Such studies may ultimately lead to the discovery of novel/clinically relevant inhibitors of Ubc9.
Notably, pharmacologically induced decreases in protein SUMOylation have been shown to inhibit tumor growth. 73, 74 Indeed, a substantial body of evidence has demonstrated that SUMOylation promotes cancer initiation, progression, metastasis, and chemoresistance. [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] In human astrocytic brain tumors, for example, SUMO-conjugation is enhanced, with markedly elevated levels of both SUMO1-and SUMO2/3-conjugated proteins in GBM. 80 Thus, SUMOylation inhibitors may be considered novel drugs for cancer therapy, as evidenced by our recent repositioning of topotecan (a novel inhibitor of global SUMOylation) in GBM. 81 
SUMOylation and stem cells
Modulators of SUMOylation also have the potential to impact stem cell-based therapies. Mounting evidence has demonstrated that SUMOylation directly modulates the activity, stability, and localization of crucial factors involved in pluripotency, propagation, and/or differentiation of stem cells (e.g. Oct4, Nanog, and SALL4). [82] [83] [84] Furthermore, other studies have shown that SUMOylation is essential for cancer stem cell maintenance and self-renewal, is required for stem cell survival in the small intestine and bone marrow, and is involved in neural stem cell differentiation. [85] [86] [87] [88] Collectively, these data suggest that stem cell-based therapies may benefit from modulating (i.e. increasing or decreasing) the levels of global SUMOylation. Indeed, recent data have shown that increased SUMOylation is associated with increased pathotropism and proliferation of mesenchymal stem cells. 89 In stroke, transplanted stem cells have been shown to exert beneficial effects via structural replacement of damaged tissue and a litany of other immunomodulatory and neurotrophic actions. [90] [91] [92] Unfortunately, the clinical translation of such promising therapies continues to remain elusive, in part due to the limited persistence/survivability of grafted cells within the hostile ischemic microenvironment. 91, 93 Given the roles of SUMOylation in stem cells as noted above, and SUMOylation's protective effects in ischemia, increasing SUMOylation may be a promising strategy in aiding the development of stem-based therapies in stroke. 91 
Conclusions and future directions
SUMOylation plays a role in numerous cellular processes including signal transduction, gene expression, chromatin remodeling, and protein translocation, 12, 20 and is critically involved in maintaining cellular homeostasis from early embryonic development to advanced age. An intact SUMOylation pathway is critically important during early embryonic development 6, 94 ; for basic brain functions, including episodic and fear memory processes 95 ; as well as in pathological states to help cells withstand stress conditions, as expounded upon in this review. As discussed, SUMO-conjugation is dramatically increased in post-ischemic brains early in reperfusion, when energy metabolism is beginning to normalize. Thus, the idea that SUMOylation helps cells to recover from ischemic stress was conceived, and is supported by a variety of observations. Outcomes are improved when the SUMOylation machinery is activated, and impaired when it is downregulated.
The scientific community is still in the early stages of elucidating the potential mechanisms that link SUMOylation to brain ischemia/stroke outcomes. Many putative protective proteins and pathways that are regulated by SUMO and ischemia have been identified based on results from unbiased proteomics analysis of post-ischemic brains. These include the GR, SUMOylation-dependent ubiquitin conjugation, and proteins involved in RNA processing. 5 Further characterization of the proteins/pathways that are modulated by SUMO-conjugation in post-ischemic brains is of major interest, and will clarify the mechanisms that link SUMOylation to improved outcomes/ neuroprotection. Recent reviews have perhaps been too optimistic regarding the extent of our knowledge about the mechanisms that link ischemia-induced activation of SUMOylation to post-ischemic outcomes. 53, 54 For example, putative SUMO target proteins have been discussed as potential major players in post-ischemic recovery, when in fact, their SUMOylation status after brain ischemia has not yet been established.
Most of the studies on neuroprotective effects of SUMOylation after ischemia have been conducted in genetically modified cells and animals, such models are akin to pre-conditioning strategies (Table 1) . For example, Ubc9 has recently been shown to be involved in isoflurane-induced preconditioning against ischemic neuronal injury. 96 These findings, together with those derived from therapeutic hypothermia, strongly support a pre-treatment paradigm wherein SUMOylation is increased prior to high risk procedures (e.g. carotid endarterectomy), in order to prevent secondary ischemic damage within the brain and/or other end organs. However, to be of translational significance in the management of acute brain ischemia/stroke, we must begin to employ additional experimental models to verify that post-treatment strategies centered on pharmacologically-induced SUMO-mediated neuroprotection are ultimately effective; accordingly, the search for potent activators of SUMOylation continues to be an area of active research. Finally, if SUMOylation is eventually harnessed (via preconditioning or cellular engineering) to improve stem-based therapies in stroke, this pathway may become relevant in regenerative medicine.
We feel it is important to highlight that the role of SUMOylation in brain ischemia/stroke is inherently challenging to study. This is due to the active nature of SUMOylation/de-SUMOylation cycling, as well as the low abundance of individual SUMO-conjugated proteins. Measures must be taken to avoid deSUMOylation during sample preparation, 61 which may limit the study of human samples to specimens taken during surgery and immediately snap-frozen or chemically fixed. 80 As such, various lysis buffers (e.g. those containing sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and/or N-ethylmaleimide (NEM)) have been employed in studies analyzing the levels of SUMOylated proteins in post-ischemic brains. The low abundance of SUMOylated proteins presents an additional challenge to identification and verification. This can be mitigated with the employment of focused approaches that seek to analyze a specific protein of interest, or unbiased approaches designed to identify SUMOylated proteins via proteomic analysis. 55 Both approaches require stringent techniques to avoid false positive hits.
In summary, SUMOylation is an endogenous protective pathway with strong potential as a target for novel therapeutic strategies. Novel strategies that provide neuroprotection are urgently needed for patients undergoing major cardiovascular operations that require a period of circulatory arrest and for patients who suffer acute brain ischemia/stroke. Currently, hypothermia is used in the clinic for perioperative organ protection. Considering that hypothermia activates SUMOylation, 31, 32 and that this activation is believed to be a molecular mechanism underlying hypothermiainduced tolerance to ischemic stress, 35 a drug that activates SUMOylation and provides levels of tolerance to ischemic stress similar to hypothermia, would be of great clinical interest. Notably, high-throughput drug screening identified drugs that activate SUMOylation and provide protection of neurons exposed to ischemia-like stress. 61 We are therefore confident that SUMOylation is a promising target for neuroprotection, and are continuing our search for small molecules that trigger an increase in levels of SUMOylated proteins by a variety of different means. We are furthermore working on strategies to make this strategy suitable for clinical use, which may ultimately help improve quality of life for patients and their families.
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